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Supplementary Methods  

Cell cycle analysis 

Cells were fixed by 70% ethanol, washed twice with PBS, and incubated in 0.25% Triton 

X-100 in PBS on ice for 15 min. After centrifugation, cell pellets were washed with PBS, 

incubated in 100 µl of PBS containing 1% BSA and 0.75 µl of anti-phospho-histone H3 

antibody (Cell signaling) for 3 hours. Cells were rinsed with PBS containing 1% BSA, 

incubated with FITC-conjugated goat anti-mouse IgG antibody (1:25 dilution), washed 

again and incubated with PBS containing 50 µg/ml PI and 30 µg/ml RNase A for 1 hour. 

Cells were then analyzed by flow cytometry using FACSCalibur (Becton Dickinson). 

 

Supplementary figure legends 

Supplementary Figure S1. NPM1 phosphorylated on residue Thr199 forms IRIF. HeLa 

cells (A and C) or U2OS cells (B) were untreated (-) or treated with 5 Gy IR, incubated 

for the indicated length of time, fixed and immunostained with primary antibodies to 

pT199-NPM1 and γH2AX (A), conjugated ubiquitin (FK2)(B), or BRCA1 (C) as 

indicated, followed by FITC- or Rhodamine- conjugated secondary antibodies. (D) 

pT199-NPM1-IRIF formation in different cell lines. Indicated cells were treated with 5 

Gy IR, incubated for 6 hrs, fixed and immunostained with antibodies to pT199-NPM1 

and γH2AX.  Merge indicates images of the two proteins overlaid. (E) Number of pT199-

NPM1-IRIF formations in cells depleted of NPM1. U2OS or HeLa cells were transfected 

with control (siCTR) or NPM1-targeting (siNPM1) siRNA oligonucleotides, irradiated (5 

Gy), incubated for 6 hrs, and coimmunostained with anti-pT199-NPM1 and anti-γH2AX 

antibodies as shown in Figure 1B. Number of pT199-NPM1-IRIF formations per cell is 
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shown as a mean of 100 cells with standard deviation. Significance was analyzed by 

Student’s t-test. *p<.0001 

 

Supplementary Figure S2. Kinetics of pT199-NPM1 steady state level after IR in each 

cellular fraction. (A) HeLa cells were untreated (-) or treated with 5 Gy IR, incubated for 

the indicated length of time, and lysed into cytoplasm (C), nuclear (N), and chromatin 

(Ch) fractions as described elsewhere (1) and immunoblotted with anti-pT199-NPM1 

antibody (left panels). Fractionation efficiency and equal loading of the samples were 

verified by immunoblot with antibodies to tubulin (middle) and histone H3 (right panels). 

pT199-NPM1 in the chromatin fraction was migrated on the gel slower than that 

observed with soluble fractions, suggesting some covalent modification of pT199-NPM1. 

Arrowhead indicates the position of pT199-NPM1 migration observed with soluble 

fractions. (B) To verify that the band detected by anti-pT199-NPM1 antibody in 

chromatin fraction in (A) is indeed composed of NPM1, HeLa cells were transfected with 

control (siCTR) or NPM1-targeting (siNPM1) siRNA oligonucleotides, treated with 5 Gy 

IR, and incubated for two hours. Chromatin fraction was immunoblotted with pT199-

NPM1 or histone H3 antibody.  

 

Supplementary Figure S3. Venus-IRIF experiments with control plasmids and T199 

mutants of NPM1. HEK-293T cells transfected with non-fused VN (Venus-N) and 

NPM1-VC (Venus-C), or with VN-BARD1 and MEK-VC were left untreated (-) or 

irradiated (IR) and examined for Venus-IRIF. Right panel: Number of Venus-IRIF 
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formation per cell is shown as means of 100 cells with standard deviation. Significance 

was analyzed by Student’s t-test. *p<.0001 

 

Supplementary Figure S4. pT199-NPM1-IRIF formation is impaired by proteasome 

inhibitor or inhibition of RNF8, Ubc13 or RNF168. HeLa cells treated with the MG132 

proteasome inhibitor or vehicle DMSO (A), or transfected with either control, RNF8-, or 

Ubc13-specific siRNA (B) were immunostained for pT199-NPM1-IRIF as shown in 

Figure 2. Number of pT199-NPM1-IRIF formation per cell is shown as means of 100 

cells with standard deviation. (C) HeLa cells were transfected with either control or 

RNF168-specific siRNAs. Depletion of RNF168 was verified by RT-PCR with RNF168-

specific primers. (D) Transfected cells from (C) were irradiated (5 Gy), incubated for 3 

hrs, and immunostained with the indicated antibodies. (E) Number of pT199-NPM1-IRIF 

formation per cell is shown as means of 100 cells with standard deviation. Significance 

was analyzed by Student’s t-test. *p<.0001 

 

Supplementary Figure S5. Phosphorylated A3+UIML fragment of NPM1 interacts with 

K63-linked ubiquitin conjugates. (A) CBB stain of GST-NPM1 peptides used in SPR 

analyses. All peptides were purified by AKTA purifier with Mono-Q 5/50 GL column 

(GE Healthcare). (B) GST-NPM1 (A3+UIML)(4 μg) was incubated in a buffer with (+) 

or without (-)CDK2-Cyclin A1 complexes (0.2 μg; Signal Chem, Richmond, Canada) in 

the presence of ATP according to the manufacture’s instruction. The phosphorylation was 

verified by immunoblot with pT199-NPM1 antibody. Immunoblot with anti-GST 

suggested that nearly all the NPM1 protein in the reaction was phosphorylated as judged 
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by its faster migration in gel. A portion of each reaction was immobilized on the chip for 

use in SPR analyses as below. (C) SPR analyses of K63- or K48-linked tetra-ubiquitin 

peptides (Ubx4), or single ubiquitin (mono-Ub) binding to T199-phosphorylated or 

mock-phosphorylated wild-type A3+UIML fragment of GST-NPM1. Serial dilutions 

(100, 200, 400, and 800 nM) of the ubiquitin peptides were injected over immobilized 

GST-NPM1 peptides. (D) SPR analyses of SUMO-2 or SUMO-3 polymers binding to 

A3+UIML fragment of NPM1. Polymers containing two to eight molecules of SUMO 

(10 μg/ml) were injected over immobilized wild-type or T199D mutant of A3+UIML 

fragment of GST-NPM1 peptides. (E) Binding curves of wild-type or each UIML 

mutant of A3+UIML fragment obtained by SPR analyses with K63-linked tetra-

ubiquitin peptides. Concentrations of ubiquitin peptides injected were 100, 200, 400, 

and 800nM.  

 

Supplementary Figure S6. Number of pT199-NPM1-IRIF formations in cells 

substituted endogenous NPM1 with either wild-type or T199A mutant. U2OS cells 

expressing either wild-type or T199A mutant of Myc-tagged, siRNA-resistant NPM1 

were depleted of endogenous NPM1 with siRNA oligonucleotides, irradiated (5 Gy), 

incubated for 6 hrs, and coimmunostained with anti-pT199-NPM1 and anti-γH2AX 

antibodies as shown in Figure 6A. Number of pT199-NPM1-IRIF formations per cell is 

shown as a mean of 100 cells with standard deviation. Significance was analyzed by 

Student’s t-test. *p<.0001 
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Supplementary Figure S7. Depletion of pT199-NPM1 prolongs the persistence of 

BRCA1-IRIF. U2OS cells substituted with either wild-type or the T199A mutant of 

NPM1 as in Figure 6A (top panels) and U2OS (middle panels) or HeLa (bottom panels) 

cells depleted of total NPM1 as in Figure 1B were examined for BRCA1-IRIF. Time 

courses of number of BRCA1-IRIF per cell are shown at the indicated time after 5 Gy IR 

(left panels). Means of 100 cells with standard deviation at each time point are shown. 

Representative data of BRCA1-IRIF in the cells 18 hrs post-IR are shown with DAPI 

stain (right panels). 

 

Supplementary Figure S8. Depletion of pT199-NPM1 results in defects in DNA repair. 

U2OS cells depleted of endogenous NPM1 expressed either wild-type or the T199A 

mutant of NPM1, as in Fig. 6A, were irradiated with 5 Gy or untreated (-). Cells were 

collected immediately after IR (0h) or at the indicated time after IR and analyzed for the 

presence of DSB by γH2AX-IRIF (A) or by the neutral comet assay (B). (A) Time 

courses of mean number of γH2AX-IRIF per cell are shown. (B) SYBR green staining of 

DNA shows comet tails migrating out of the nucleus. Images are representative samples 

of multiple experiments shown in Fig. 6C. 

 

Supplementary Figure S9.  

Cell cycle analysis of cells depleted of pT199-NPM1 after IR. Asynchronous U2OS cells 

depleted of endogenous NPM1 expressed either wild-type or the T199A mutant of NPM1, 

as in Fig. 6A, were left untreated (asyn), or irradiated with 5 Gy (IR) and incubated for 12 

hours. Cells were co-stained for DNA content and histone H3 phosphorylation and were 
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analyzed by flow cytometry (A). Percentages of apoptotic cells and cells in each phase of 

the cell cycle are shown (B). Decrease of M phase cells and increase of G2 phase cells 

after IR are equally observed in wild-type and T199A cells, indicating intact G2/M 

checkpoint activity in both cells. 

 

Supplementary Figure S10. In vitro ubiquitination of NPM1 by BRCA1/BARD1. Full 

length His-FLAG-NPM1 was obtained from IPTG induced BL21/DE3 bacteria cells by 

two-step purification using nickel agarose beads followed by anti-FLAG cross-linked 

agarose beads. E3 complexes of wild-type or catalytically inactive I26A mutant of 

FLAG-BRCA11-772
 with BARD1 were purified from transfected 293T cells by anti-

FLAG affinity chromatography and FLAG peptide elution as previously described (2). 

Both wild-type and I26A mutant complexes contained an approximate 1:1 ratio of 

BRCA1 and BARD1 proteins (2). The in vitro reaction was performed as described (3), 

with a reaction mixture (30 µl) that contained 0.5 µg His-FLAG-NPM1, 40 ng E1, 0.3 µg 

UbcH5c and 0.3 µg each of FLAG-BRCA11-772
 and BARD1 as indicated and 

immunoblotted with anti-NPM1 antibody. 
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